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INTRODUCTION 

Bacteria causing healthcare-associated infections often start in the 

oral cavity. Patients are randomizing to receive enhanced dental care 

provided by a dentist, or to receive routine oral hygiene performed by 

the ICU nurse staff. Enhanced dental care included teeth brushing, 

tongue scraping, removal of calculus, atraumatic restorative treatment 

of caries, tooth extraction and topical application of chlorhexidine 

corresponding to each patients' needs four to five times a week. 

Comparatively, regular treatment consisted of mechanical cleansing 

using gauze followed by topical application of chlorhexidine three 

times a day. Many of us believe that they have to ascertain a dentist’s 

long as they're in pain or think something is wrong, but regular dental 

visits can contribute to a lifetime of excellent oral health. I'm pleased 

to specify that during the year 2020, Journal of Oral Hygiene and 

Health (JOHH) has effectively distributed its eighth volume and has 

delivered 4 issues for each year immediately. I am gratified to mention 

that we are going to release new issue (volume 9, issue 3) by the end 

of March, 2021. JOHH is having the Index-Copernicus estimation of 

84.15 and Journal impact factor is 0.72*. Alongside these JOHH is 

contain its NLM-ID as 101647653 and its International Standard 

Serial Number (ISSN) as 2332-0702. In excess of 50 well prominent 

experts all through the world were acting as Board of editorial for our 

journal. More than 250 articles were submitted which incorporate 

Review, research articles, case reports, short communications and so 

forth. In a normal the article acknowledgment or dismissal will be 

 

educated to writer inside 21 to 30 days of initial submission while the 

preliminary quality check result will be recognized inside 24 to 48 

hours of early submission. For simple contact of authors, JOHH has 

given whatsapp contact number in our home page so that authors can 

contact easily for any questions or concerns to editorial assistant. 

Editorial, Review, and Manuscript tracking system was introduced for 

easy tracking of the manuscript by author, editor as well as publisher. 

Authors can track their manuscript easily by utilizing provided 

credentials during the period of submission. In 2020 JOHH is 

endeavor to procure quality articles identified with dental points, for 

example, progressed Bleeding Gums, Receding Gums, Coronal 

Fracture, Dental Anesthesia and Sedation, Dental Plaque, Dental 

Radiology, Dentistry and Diabetes, Gum Cancer, Gum Infection, 

Occlusal Splint, Oral Hygiene Blogs, Oral Hygiene Case Reports, Oral 

Hygiene Practice, Oral Leukoplakia, Orthodontist, Periodontistry, 

Root Canal Treatment, and so on. Researchers note that enhanced 

dental treatment, including oral antisepsis routinely performed in ICUs 

could be more effective in reducing the oral bacteria and help prevent 

migration of these bacteria into the lungs. Indeed I might likewise 

want to offer my thanks to all authors, reviewers, the publisher, the 

advisory and the editorial board of JOHH, the workplace conveyors 

for their help in bringing out one more volume and anticipate their 

tenacious help to draw out the Volume 9 issue 3 of JOHH in planned 

time. We guarantee the entirety of the readers that we do our level best 

in this long term. 
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